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Iodine intersects with the marine biogeochemical cycles of several major

elements and can influence air quality through reactions with tropospheric

ozone. Iodine is also an element of interest in paleoclimatology, whereby

iodine-to-calcium ratios in marine carbonates are widely used as a proxy for

past ocean redox state. While inorganic iodine in seawater is found

predominantly in its reduced and oxidized anionic forms, iodide (I−) and iodate

(IO3
−), the rates, mechanisms and intermediate species by which iodine cycles

between these inorganic pools are poorly understood. Here, we address these

issues by characterizing the speciation, composition and cycling of iodine in the

upper 1,000 m of the water column at Station ALOHA in the subtropical North

PacificOcean. We first obtained high-precision profiles of iodine speciation using

isotope dilution and anion exchange chromatography, with measurements

performed using inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS).

These profiles indicate an apparent iodine deficit in surface waters

approaching 8% of the predicted total, which we ascribe partly to the

existence of dissolved organic iodine that is not resolved during

chromatography. To test this, we passed large volumes of seawater through

solid phase extraction columns and analyzed the eluent using high-performance

liquid chromatography ICP-MS. These analyses reveal a significant pool of

dissolved organic iodine in open ocean seawater, the concentration and

complexity of which diminish with increasing water depth. Finally, we analyzed

the rates of IO3
− formation using shipboard incubations of surface seawater

amended with 129I−. These experiments suggest that intermediate iodine species

oxidize to IO3
− much faster than I− does, and that rates of IO3

− formation are

dependent on the presence of particles, but not light levels. Our study

documents the dynamics of iodine cycling in the subtropical ocean,

highlighting the crit ical role of intermediates in mediating redox

transformations between the major inorganic iodine species.
KEYWORDS

Station ALOHA, iodate formation, organic iodine, iodine intermediates,
oxidation mechanisms
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1 Introduction

Understanding marine iodine geochemistry is imperative due to

its integral role in numerous environmental processes. The ocean is

the major source of iodine to the atmosphere via both biological and

non-biological pathways (Fuge and Johnson, 2015). Once released,

photochemically active iodocarbons have tropospheric lifetimes

ranging from a few minutes to a few days (Solomon et al., 1994;

Carpenter et al., 2021). Upon photolysis and oxidation, these

organic halogens form IO radicals, a major source of particles

that can act as cloud condensation nuclei and influence cloud

properties (Bluhm et al., 2010). Furthermore, dissolved iodide

reacts with tropospheric ozone at the surface ocean, fueling a

catalytic pathway (Chance et al., 2014) that accounts for

approximately 15% tropospheric ozone loss globally (Sherwen

et al., 2016a; Sherwen et al., 2016b). Iodine is also an element of

interest in paleoclimatology, with iodine-to-calcium ratios in

marine carbonates being widely interpreted as proxies for the

oxygenation state of the ocean through geological time (e.g. Lu

et al., 2018; Lu et al., 2020; Sun et al., 2023). In seawater, iodine is

primarily found in its reduced and oxidized anionic forms, iodide

(I−) and iodate (IO3
−), respectively. Measurements of total iodine

concentrations across the world’s oceans reveal relatively constant

values between 450–500 nM. Despite being thermodynamically

unstable in oxygenated waters, I− can be the dominant iodine

species in coastal and low latitude regions, with concentrations as

high as 300 nM (e.g., Chance et al., 2014; Sherwen et al., 2019). At

latitudes above 40° north and south and deeper in the water

column, IO3
− is the dominant species (Chance et al., 2014;

Chance et al., 2020). Unraveling the underlying reasons for this

distinctive speciation pattern, particularly in the surface ocean,

necessitates a deeper understanding of the processes governing

iodine transformations.

One of the central challenges to understanding iodine

biogeochemistry lies in elucidating the rates, mechanisms and

intermediates involved in the transformation of iodine between its

reduced and oxidized forms. It is generally thought that I− oxidation

to IO3
− is much slower than the reverse transformation at both high

and low oxygen concentrations (Hardisty et al., 2021); however, I−

oxidation is a highly uncertain process (Carpenter et al., 2021).

Previous studies have reported I− oxidation rates ranging between

1.5–8.2 nM yr–1 (He et al., 2013) and 560 nM yr–1 in oxic waters

(Campos et al., 1996), mostly determined by mass balance

approaches. Abiotic I− oxidation is thought to be too slow to

account for the more rapid I− oxidation rates reported to date.

Instead, I− oxidation is thought to be mediated by particles, such as

reactive Mn oxides, by reactive oxygen species produced

photochemically, or via direct or indirect biological processes

(e.g., Amachi, 2008; Bluhm et al., 2010; Carpenter et al., 2021;

Luther, 2023). Given that there is a six-electron transfer between I−

and IO3
−, it is unlikely that I− oxidation leads directly to IO3

−

production. Instead, several intermediate iodine species likely

mediate this transformation, such as molecular iodine (I2),

hypoiodous acid (HOI) and iodite (IO2
-; Luther, 2023; Figure 1).

Both HOI and I2 can react with organic matter to form iodine-

bearing organic compounds (Luther, 2023), which have yet to be
Frontiers in Marine Science 02
chemically characterized. The existence of these compounds has

been documented in coastal areas (Luther et al., 1991), but they are

widely considered to be negligible in the open ocean (Edwards and

Truesdale, 1997; Wadley et al., 2020). A mismatch observed

between the amounts of IO3
− reduced and I− produced during

incubation studies has led to the suggestion that dissolved organic

iodine (DOI) can be synthesized by a wide range of microalgae and

cyanobacteria (Chance et al., 2007; van Bergeijk et al., 2016; Hepach

et al., 2020).

Conventional methods lack the precision required to discern

subtle variations in iodine speciation during an experiment, which

can be particularly significant in the case of slow processes, such as

I− oxidation. The most common method used for measuring I−

concentrations is cathodic stripping square wave voltammetry

(Luther et al., 1988a; Chance et al., 2014; Moriyasu et al., 2020;

Moriyasu et al., 2023), while IO3
− is usually quantified using

differential pulse polarography (Herring and Liss, 1974) and

spectrophotometric methods (Wong and Brewer, 1974; Rue et al.,

1997). In most studies, only I− or IO3
− is measured, alongside total

inorganic iodine, and the difference between the two is used to

calculate the abundance of the other species (Liss et al., 1973;

Takayanagi and Wong, 1986; Jickells et al., 1988; Truesdale and

Jones, 2000). These conventional approaches for measuring iodine

speciation achieve a typical precision of between 5 and 10%

(Campos et al., 1996), which are unlikely to resolve the small

changes in iodine speciation that are believed to occur over short

timescales. Thus, incubation experiments are particularly suitable

for studying iodine cycling over short timescales. While a new

method using ion exchange chromatography coupled to

spectrophotometric iodine detection can achieve a precision as

good as 2–4% (Jones et al., 2023), any concentration-based

approach to studying iodine redox transformations is

fundamentally limited by the difficulty in constraining the specific

reaction pathway involved in the formation of a given iodine

species (Figure 1).

To address these challenges, we leveraged a recently developed

method using 129I, a long-lived radioactive isotope of iodine (half-

life of 15.7 Myr), as a tracer to study iodine redox transformations

in seawater. In the context of our experiments, the natural

abundance of 129I in the open ocean is negligible, with 129I/127I

ratios varying between 10-11 and 10-6 (Qi et al., 2023). By coupling

isotope dilution to chromatographic separation of iodine

measurement by ICP-MS, this method, adapted from Hardisty

et al. (2020), offers unprecedented precision for measuring iodine

speciation and transformation rates. Short incubation experiments

can be conducted to study the rates and mechanisms of these

reactions, on timescales relevant to biological processes occurring in

the ocean. Likewise, recent developments in high-pressure liquid

chromatography ICP-MS (HPLC-ICP-MS) and electrospray

ionization MS have enabled the isolation and quantification of

low-abundance organic ligands in seawater (Boiteau et al., 2013;

Boiteau and Repeta, 2015; Li et al., 2021). These methods can be

used to test for the existence of DOI.

In this study, we investigated the rates, mechanisms and

intermediates governing iodine redox transformations in the

subtropical North Pacific Ocean near Station ALOHA. We
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tackled these issues in four steps. First, we report profiles of iodine

speciation measured using isotope dilution ICP-MS and compare

our results with the pioneering work of Campos et al. (1996).

Second, we apply a novel HPLC-ICP-MS method to investigate the

existence of DOI in open ocean seawater samples. Third, we

conduct short-term 129I-amended incubation experiments to

constrain rates of IO3
− formation. Finally, we use the same series

of experiments to investigate the roles of particles and light on the

formation of IO3
−. This research advances our understanding of

iodine cycling in seawater and the role of particles and organics in

sustaining it.
2 Methods

2.1 Sample collection

Samples were collected onboard the R/V Kilo Moana between

22 July and 5 August 2021 (Cruise ID KM2112). Sampling occurred

at and around Station ALOHA (Figure 2), as part of the Simons

Collaboration on Ocean Processes and Ecology (SCOPE) Particles

and Growth in the Oceanic Nutricline (PARAGON) cruise. The

profile samples were collected in 60 mL high density polyethylene

(HDPE) bottles that were cleaned in several steps. First, bottles were
Frontiers in Marine Science 03
soaked in a 1% Citranox© solution for one week, before rinsing five

times with deionized water. Second, bottles were soaked in a 10%

(by volume) solution of hydrochloric acid (HCl) for one week, then

rinsed three times with 18.2 MW cm–2-grade water from a Milli-Q

system (MilliporeSigma©). For all profile samples, 60 mL of

seawater were filtered directly from the Go-Flo bottle using a 0.2

mm Pall© Acropak-200 Supor filter. Information about the time

and location at which the three CTD profiles were collected is

summarized in Table 1. Profile 2 was collected with a conventional

rosette, whereas Profiles 1 and 3 were collected with a trace-metal–

clean rosette. The samples were refrigerated immediately after

collection. Spiking and chromatographic separation of iodine was

performed within 14 months of collection using 20 mL of seawater

from each profile sample. Iodine speciation in filtered seawater is

stable for at least a year if samples are stored refrigerated and sealed

(Campos, 1997).

The shipboard incubations were conducted in triplicate over a

60-hour period, with surface water collected with a conventional

rosette from a fourth CTD deployment (Table 1; Figure 2). All 60

mL incubation samples were collected into polycarbonate bottles

cleaned using the same protocol as for HDPE bottles. Polycarbonate

bottles were placed in an on-deck incubator that was continuously

flushed with surface seawater to maintain in situ temperature. Four

different conditions were tested (Table 1). Prior to the start of the
FIGURE 1

Conceptual model of iodine cycling at Station ALOHA. Arrows represent transformations between various iodine species. Abiotic processes are
represented as dotted lines and biotic or biologically mediated processes with solid lines. The solid bounding boxes around iodide and iodate
indicate that these species are resolved by our ion-exchange chemistry, while the dotted bounding boxes around the other species imply that they
are not resolved by our method. Iodide (I−), iodate (IO3

−), iodite (IO2
−), hypoiodous acid (HOI) and dissolved organic iodine (DOI) have been included,

while molecular iodine, I2 (oxidation state 0), has been omitted. Dissolved organic iodine has been assigned an oxidation state of +1, although its
precise composition is unknown.
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incubation period, each 60 mL sample was individually spiked with

45 μL of a 129I working solution. At each of the six sampling

timepoints, an entire sample volume was sacrificed for all

corresponding triplicates under the four conditions. The added

spike amount was ≈ 45 nM 129I, approximately 10% of the

previously determined in situ total 127I concentrations. The

working solution was prepared by adding 1.366 mL of an Eckert

& Ziegler© stock spike solution, with a total activity of 18,500 Bq

(0.5 mCi) 129I in the form of sodium iodide, to 48.634 mL of 18.2

MW H2O. Triplicates were incubated and processed every 12 hours.

At each sampling point, the unfiltered samples were filtered through

a 0.2 μm filter, collected and stored at 4°C. The filtered samples were

not filtered again prior to refrigeration. Laboratory analysis on these

samples was conducted between 14–18 months after collection.
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
2.2 Determination of stock spike solution
composition and speciation

In order to accurately use 129I for isotope dilution ICP-MS, the
129I/127I ratio and total iodine concentration of the spike solution

needed to be determined. This was achieved by preparing a set of 10

standards with spike-to-standard volumetric mixing ratios between

0.03 and 1. These were prepared by mixing a SPEX CertiPrep©
1,000 mg mL−1 127 I− standard solution, the stock spike solution and

18.2 MW H2O in various known proportions, and measuring using

a quadrupole ICP-MS (Thermo Scientific© iCap-Q) at the Woods

Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) Plasma Facility. The

theoretical 129I/127I ratio of each mixture was calculated using

Equation 1:
TABLE 1 Summary of deployment information for the profile and incubation samples.

Deployment Event ID Location Type of sample Date (GMT) Time points

Profile 1 TM5 21°31’N 155°38’W

Profile

2021-07-27

N/AProfile 2 CTD 27 21°49’N 156°19’W 2021-07-30

Profile 3 TM 13 22°03’N 156°25’W 2021-07-31

Exp. 1 (light, unfiltered)

CTD 6 21°44’N 155°17’W Incubation 2021-07-25

0, 12, 24, 36, 48, 60 hours

Exp. 2 (dark, unfiltered)

Exp. 3 (light, filtered)

Exp. 4 (dark, filtered)
FIGURE 2

Locations of deployments relative to Station ALOHA: Profile 1 (filled circle), Profile 2 (filled triangle), Profile 3 (filled diamond) and location
corresponding to the collection of incubation samples (filled square). The surface chlorophyll data is the 8-day composite of Stage Level 3 NASA
Aqua-MODIS Ocean Color data product between 28 July–4 August 2021.
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129
127

Itheoretical =  
(1 − f127−std) *  

129
127 Ispike*½I�spike

f127−std  *  ½I�127−std + (1 − f127−std)*½I�spike
(1)

where f127−std is the volumetric fraction of the certified 127I

standard solution in the prepared standard solution; 129
127 Ispike is the

iodine isotopic ratio of the stock spike solution; ½I�spike is the

total iodine concentration of the spike solution in nmol mL-1 and

½I�127−std is the total iodine concentration of the certified 127I

standard solution. We then calculated the 129I/127I of the spike by

finding the composition that minimized the root-mean-square

error between theoretical and measured 129I/127I for the 10

mixtures. This exercise revealed that the best-fit spike

composition was 129
127 Ispike= 3.76 and ½I�spike= 626 nmol mL−1. The

spike composition was also determined using MC-ICP-MS, yielding

a 129I/127I of 3.58, which is ≈ 5% lower than that determined using

ICP-MS. The MC-ICP-MS value was obtained without standard

addition, via a direct analysis of the spike itself using the wet-sparge

sample introduction method (Section 2.5.). The slight difference in

spike composition between the two measurement approaches likely

derives from differences in the sample introduction method (liquid

versus wet sparge) and from instrument-specific considerations

(e.g., collision cell, plasma conditions, lens stack). For consistency

between approaches, a spike composition of 3.76 was assumed for

all samples measured using the ICP-MS and a value of 3.58 for those

measured using MC-ICP-MS.
2.3 Calculation of spike amounts to be
added to profile samples

Optimal spiking for isotope dilution is achieved when the
129I/127I ratio of the target mixture is close to the geometric mean

of the natural and spike compositions (Stracke et al., 2014). This

raises two issues for iodine. First, in most natural seawater, 129I is

essentially absent compared to 127I (e.g., 0.03 fM in the subtropical

Pacific Ocean; Qi et al., 2023). This means that the optimal 129I/127I

ratio would be so low as to be unamenable to analysis by ICP-MS.

Second, the concentration of different inorganic iodine species

varies with depth. Thus, optimal spiking requires prior knowledge

of the iodine distribution. To work around these issues, we
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estimated likely in situ [IO3
–] and [I–] from literature data and

aimed for a target 129I/127I ratio of between 0.5–1.0 for both iodine

fractions. This wider target ensured that there was sufficient 129I for

analysis in each sample, and likewise reduced the relative magnitude

of the interference from isobaric xenon-129 on m/z 129.

Iodine species separation was achieved in two steps: first by

eluting I−, followed by separating IO3
− after reducing it to I− and

similarly eluting it. Therefore, each 20 mL seawater sample was

spiked twice, before and after the isolation of the I− fraction. Table 2

summarizes the targeted concentrations and the amounts of 129I

working solution which were added to the profile samples collected

from various depths. The approximate I− and IO3
− in situ

concentrations were estimated from the results reported in

Campos et al. (1996) for Station ALOHA during the summer.

Procedural blanks were monitored by processing 20 mL aliquots of

18.2 MW H2O alongside profile samples. Blanks were spiked with

the same amount of 129I as seawater samples below 500 m depth. No

procedural blanks were processed alongside the incubation

experiment samples, since this correction would affect all samples

equally and would not change the overall trends.
2.4 Chromatographic separation of
reduced and oxidized iodine species

Sample processing took place within Class 100 laminar flow

workbenches situated in the NIRVANA Labs (Non-traditional

Isotope Research on Various Advanced Novel Applications). We

used a two-step chromatographic protocol to separate and isolate

the major inorganic forms of iodine in seawater. This protocol was

based on the method described by Hardisty et al. (2020). Briefly,

separation was performed by packing acid-cleaned 5 mm (inner

diameter) quartz-glass columns with 0.5 mL of AG-1X8 anion-

exchange resin (BioRad©). The resin was batch cleaned with 6 M

reagent-grade HCl (Fischer Scientific© ACS plus) and thoroughly

rinsed with 18.2 MWH2O prior to loading onto the columns. Due to

initially very high iodine concentrations in our procedural blanks,

we introduced a cleaning protocol which followed the first step of

the chromatographic procedure, substituting seawater sample with

18.2 MW H2O.
TABLE 2 Determination of optimal volume of working solution to be added to profile samples in the first and the second steps, based on
approximate I− and IO3

− in situ concentrations at each depth.

Depth (m) of
seawater
sample

Approx. [I−]
(nM) in seawa-
ter sample

Approx. [IO3
−]

(nM) in seawa-
ter sample

Optimal [129I]
(nM) for first
spiking event

(prior to
I− separation)

First step (µl of
working solu-
tion added)

Optimal [129I]
(nM) for

second spiking
event (after
I− separation)

Second step
(µl of working

solution
added)

500 -1000 0 450 0.06 10 270 399.6

300 - 400 50 400 30 44.4 240 355.2

200, 250 100 350 60 88.8 210 310.8

100 - 150 150 300 90 133.2 180 266.4

5 - 75 200 250 120 177.6 150 222

Blank 0 0 0.06 10 0.06 10
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After rinsing the resin and loading 20 mL seawater sample, the

oxidized iodine fraction was collected, spiked, refrigerated

overnight and further processed the following day. Simultaneous

with the spike addition, 500 μL of 1.2 M HCl and 80 μL of 0.3 M

sodium bisulfite (NaHSO3, Acros© ACS-grade) were added to the

IO3
− fraction to completely reduce it to I−. The final I− fraction was

eluted following the addition of 15 mL of a mixed 2 M nitric acid

(HNO3; Fisher Scientific© certified ACS plus) and 18%

tetramethylammonium hydroxide solution (TMAH, Alfa Aesar©
25% w/w aq. Solution Electronic Grade) and refrigerated. The role

of TMAH was to keep iodine stable in solution and prevent its

volatilization (Hardisty et al., 2020). The second step of the

separation involved rinsing the loaded resin again and loading the

oxidized fraction (containing the reduced IO3
−) onto the columns.

The final IO3
− fraction was then eluted (as I−) with 15 mL of the 2 M

HNO3 and 18% TMAH solution, collected and refrigerated. The

processed samples were analyzed via mass spectrometry within

weeks of separation.

The chromatographic separation of the profile samples differed

slightly from that of the incubation samples. Since the incubation

samples had already been amended with 129I−, they were not spiked

again in the laboratory prior to the separation of reduced and

oxidized iodine. The entire volume (60 mL) of the incubation

experiments was loaded onto the columns to maximize the

quantity of 129I for measurement via MC-ICP-MS. This difference

in processed sample volumes necessitated an increase in the

amounts of HCl and NaHSO3 added to the incubation samples

prior to the second step in the separation (1 mL HCl and 160 μL

NaHSO3, respectively).
2.5 Instrumental analyses and
data reduction

All spiked seawater samples were analyzed at the WHOI Plasma

Facility. Seawater profile samples were analyzed using a quadrupole

ICP-MS operated in Kinetic Energy Discrimination mode with

helium as the collision cell gas. Solutions were prepared in 2 mL

polypropylene vials soaked in a 50% (by volume) solution of

concentrated reagent-grade HCl. The vials contained 100 μL of

the collected final fraction (in 2 M HNO3 and 18% TMAH), 20 μL

of a 10 μg mL−1 Tellurium (Te, Assurance© 1000 mg L−1 Te)

standard solution (internal standard) and 1.88 mL 18.2 MW H2O.

To account for instrument memory, a solution containing only 2 M

HNO3, 18% TMAH and Te was analyzed between each sample.

Likewise, the wash solution used between samples contained 2 M

HNO3 and 18% TMAH, but no Te.

Data processing comprised several steps, namely: removing

xenon (Xe) interferences on m/z 129, noting that Xe is present in

trace amounts in the argon carrier gas; correcting for instrumental

mass fractionation; isolating memory effects; and quantifying

procedural blanks. The process started by assigning an initial

value for the instrumental mass bias correction factor, f (in this

case, 6). This value was used together with raw 131Xe/126Te to

calculate true (solar) fractionation-corrected 131Xe/126Te ratios,

which were then used to determine the contribution of 126Te to
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
them/z 126 ion beam for each sample and blank. This allowed us to

calculate raw Xe-corrected 126Te/125Te ratios, which could then be

used to re-assess f according to Equation 2. The process was iterated

three times to ensure convergence of the final f value. The next step

involved correcting for the contribution of 129Xe to the 129 ion

beam in a similar fashion, in order to obtain 129Xe-corrected 129I

counts. The preceding blank in the instrumental run sequence was

subtracted from every sample to correct for instrument memory.

The resultant 129I/127I ratios were then corrected for instrumental

mass fractionation. These corrected values were then used, together

with the stock spike solution isotopic composition and the known

volumes of added working solution, to calculate each sample’s

initial 127I concentration in nM.

M126Tef

M125Te
=

126Te
125Teraw
126Te

125Tesolar

(2)

The incubation experiments were analyzed using a

ThermoFinnigan© Neptune MC-ICP-MS, also situated in the

WHOI Plasma Facility, according to the gas-based sparge

approach described in Hardisty et al. (2020). This method

involves introducing iodine into the instrument as a gas, by

reacting it with a strong oxidizing agent, in this case concentrated

HNO3. For all measurements, 4 mL of sample (in 2 M HNO3 and

18% TMAH) were combined with 2 mL of 18.2 MWH2O, and 4 mL

of concentrated HNO3 were injected through a syringe to volatilize

the iodine to I2 gas (Hardisty et al., 2020). To minimize the risk of

extinguishing the plasma, the tubing connecting the sparge vial with

the sample to the Neptune was disconnected upon HNO3 addition

and reconnected after the first few seconds of reaction.

Corrections similar to those described above for the profile

samples were applied in MATLAB (Mathworks©) to account for

background iodine contributions, Xe interference and instrumental

mass fractionation. Final values for 129I/127I ratios were weighted

using an integration-by-integration approach based on the

intensities of the 129- and 127-iodine beams (Hardisty et al., 2020).
2.6 Separation and analysis of DOI

Polycarbonate bottles, cleaned following the protocol described

above, were used to collect 4L samples at various depths from the

CTD27 cast (using the conventional rosette; Table 1; Figure 2). These

samples were first filtered through 0.2 mm Pall Acropak-200 Supor

filters before being extracted on Bond-Elut ENV (1 g, 6 mL, Agilent©)
solid phase extraction (SPE) columns, by pumping each sample at a

rate of 20 mL min−1. Before sample collection, the SPE columns were

conditioned with three column volumes of methanol, followed by

three column volumes of 18.2 MW H2O. The SPE columns were

frozen at −20°C after extraction and shipped frozen to WHOI at the

end of the cruise. Approximately one year after the cruise, the SPE

columns were thawed, rinsed with 6 mL of 18.2 MW H2O to remove

salts, and eluted with 6 mL of distilled methanol (Optima, Fischer

Scientific©). To concentrate the DOI compounds in a final volume of

500 mL, the methanol extracts were placed in a vacuum centrifuge

(SpeedVac, Thermo Scientific©) for 3.5 hours at 35°C.
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The samples were analyzed via HPLC-ICP-MS, which allows

the separation of iodine-bearing organic compounds in each sample

based on the compounds’ polarity. A 20 mL sample aliquot was

combined with 5 mL of a cobalamin solution (used as internal

standard) and 25 mL of 18.2 MW H2O. A 10 mL aliquot of this

solution was loaded onto a C18 column (0.5 x 150 mm, 3.5 mm
particle size, Agilent©) connected to a Dionex Ultimate 3000 LC

system (Thermo Scientific©). The LC system flow was directed into

an iCAP Q (Thermo Scientific©) quadrupole MS at a rate of 20 mL
min−1 using the instrument’s loading pump module. After a 10

minute initial hold at 95/5% A/B (A = 5mM ammonium formate

solution in 18.2 MW H2O, B = 5mM ammonium formate solution

in distilled methanol), the DOI compounds were separated using a

30-minute gradient to 5/95% A/B, followed by a 10-minute isocratic

hold at 5/95% A/B. Helium was used as the collision gas and oxygen

was introduced at 25 mL min−1 throughout the analysis, to prevent

carbon deposits from forming on the ICP-MS interface. The

intensity of the 127I ion beam was monitored in Kinetic Energy

Discrimination mode using an integration time of 0.01 seconds.
3 Results

3.1 In situ measurements

3.1.1 Inorganic speciation
The concentrations of reduced, oxidized, total, and salinity-

predicted iodine for the three vertical profiles are shown in Figure 3.

All associated data are provided in Supplementary Table 1. Iodide

and IO3
− concentrations were determined using isotope dilution

ICP-MS. Total iodine concentrations were calculated as the sum of
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I− and IO3
−. The salinity-predicted iodine concentrations were

estimated assuming a total iodine:salinity ratio of 15., which is the

arithmetic mean of the seven samples measured at or below 500 m.

In situ salinity was then used to predict total iodine at each depth,

and any excess (or deficit) in iodine was quantified by comparing

the salinity-predicted value to the measured total.

In addition to the samples, the I− and IO3
− concentrations for

two 18.2 MW H2O blanks and one 800 m sample (from Profile 2),

which was analyzed twice, were processed to quantify

contamination during processing. The 800 m sample was

assumed to have negligible I− concentration, as expected of deep-

water samples. The average of the two I− concentrations measured

in this sample (4.5 nM) was used to calculate sample processing

blanks and was subtracted from all I− measurements. Negative

values obtained for all but one 18.2 MW H2O I− and IO3
− blanks

could not be used to determine process blanks. The limit of

detection, calculated as 3 standard deviations of all I− and IO3

process blanks (excluding IO3
− concentrations measured in the

800 m sample), was determined as 10.5 nM 3 SD, (n = 6). All I−

concentrations below this value were considered below detection

and assigned a value of zero.

Iodide concentrations are highest in the first 150 m of the water

column, remaining relatively constant at 206 ± 11 nM ( ± 2 SD, n =

13). Below that, I− concentrations decrease rapidly to negligible

values deeper than 300 m. The distribution of IO3
− shows the

opposite pattern, with lower concentrations of 284 ± 12 nM ( ± 2

SD, n = 13) in the first 150 m, followed by an increase to

concentrations around 482 ± 60 nM ( ± 2 SD, n = 19) below this

depth. As previously mentioned, it is expected for IO3
− to dominate

iodine speciation deeper in the water column, due to its

thermodynamic stability under oxygenated conditions. These
FIGURE 3

Inorganic iodine speciation and concentrations for Profile 1, Profile 2 and Profile 3, collected on July 27, 30 and 31, respectively. The outliers at
300 m in Profile 3 are most probably due to contamination during shipboard sampling or from bottles triggering at a different depth. Error bars
represent two relative standard deviations from the arithmetic mean of all measurements for a particular iodine species (I−, IO3

−) in the first 150 m of
the water column. The inset in the Profile 2 panel shows iodine speciation concentrations in nM over the whole depth profile (1000 m). The symbols
in each panel match the profile collection sites shown in Figure 2.
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inorganic iodine concentration patterns agree well with previously

reported measurements at Station ALOHA, which show high

surface I− and corresponding low surface IO3
− concentrations at

low latitudes, characteristic of the Atlantic (Truesdale et al., 2000;

Campos et al., 1999), Pacific (Tsunogai and Henmi, 1971) and

Indian oceans (Chance et al., 2020) tropical waters. There is good

agreement between the I− and IO3
− distributions in all three CTD

profiles, as shown in Figure 3.

We estimate the precision of our iodine speciation

measurements using the profile data. To do so, we assumed that

I− and IO3
− were invariant over the top 150 m, and calculated the

RSD of all I− and IO3
−measurements in this depth range. Using this

method, our measurement precision is estimated as ±4.3% for IO3
−,

± 5.3% for I−, and ±6.8% (2 RSD) for total iodine concentrations.

A comparison of total iodine with salinity-predicted iodine

reveals resolvable apparent iodine deficits near the sea surface.

This deficit may signify a potential loss of iodine from surface

waters, either to the atmosphere or deeper ocean, or it might denote

an ‘apparent deficit,’ whereby certain iodine species are unresolved

by our chromatographic methods. We discuss possible explanations

in more detail in Section 4.3. Regardless of the cause, this apparent

iodine deficit is lowest for Profile 3 (24 ± 0.5 nM in surface waters; ±

2 SD, n = 7) and highest for Profile 2 (43 ± 0.5 nM at the surface; ± 2

SD, n = 7). The apparent deficit constitutes 6% and 7% of salinity-

predicted total iodine in the top 100 m for Profile 3 and Profile 1

respectively, and 8% for Profile 2.

3.1.2 Dissolved organic iodine
The chromatograms shown in Figure 4 correspond to samples

collected at multiple depths. Each of the well-defined peaks

represents one or several discrete DOI compounds, which elute at

different times during the HPLC-ICP-MS analysis as a function of
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their polarities. More polar compounds elute early, while non-polar

compounds elute toward the end of the analysis. Several such peaks

of different intensities are observed in the 5 m sample. Fewer

discrete peaks are present as depth increases, with three large

peaks seen in the 200 m sample, but only one dominant peak in

the 500 m and 1000 m samples. A major feature of the 5 m

chromatogram is the presence of a large unresolved complex

mixture, which appears as a rise in the baseline in Figure 4 and

decreases in abundance deeper in the water column, as seen in the

other chromatograms. The unresolved complex mixture represents

DOI compounds that are present in seawater, but are not well

resolved by the chromatographic methods used here. More

unresolved compounds are present in the upper 200 m of the

water column than at depth.
3.2 Rate experiments

We observe significant and systematic changes in (129I/127I)iodate
during our 60-hour incubation experiments (Figure 5). Since some

IO3
− is present in the 129I− spike (Hardisty et al., 2020), all

experiments start with (129I/127I)iodate ≈ 0.04. This value

represents a mixture between IO3
− added in the spike (129I/127I ≈

3.6; Section 2.2.) and background IO3
− present in seawater (129I/127I

≈ 0). Additionally, incubation samples were not homogenized prior

to the start of the experiments, as each of the 60 mL bottles was

filled and spiked separately. Therefore, the 129I/127I ratios at t=0

varied between individual samples, and this variation is a source of

uncertainty between triplicates analyses. To calculate the precision

of individual (129I/127I)iodate values, we performed a bootstrapped

uncertainty estimation. Here we randomly selected three of the t0
samples and calculated their mean 129I/127I ratio, repeating the
FIGURE 4
127I HPLC-ICP-MS chromatograms of samples collected from the CTD27 cast at 5, 200, 500 and 1000 m.
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random selection 100,000 times. The initial IO3
− isotopic ratio for

all four experiments, (129I/127I)iodate = 0.0360, was assumed to be the

mean ratio from the 100,000 iterations (dotted lines in Figure 5).

The measurement uncertainty was calculated as two standard

deviations of the bootstrapped means ( ± 0.00302; 2 SD; gray

shaded areas in Figure 5), equivalent to an uncertainty of 8.3% (2

RSD). The 129I/127I ratio in the I− fraction for the rate experiments

was also measured. If we apply the same uncertainty (8.3%) to the

measured (129I/127I)iodide, no significant changes in the I− isotopic

ratios are observed in any of the experiments (data shown in

Supplementary Table 2). Therefore, our discussion is focused on

investigating trends in (129I/127I)iodate.

Variations in (129I/127I)iodate across the four experiments ranged

from 0.0280 to 0.0365, equivalent to relative changes from the initial

value of 0.0360 of -22.3 and +1.3%, respectively (Figure 5; Table 3). Of

the 60 time course measurements, 51 fall below the initial (129I/127I)

iodate, although only the two unfiltered experiments remain outside the

initial value during the 60-hour interval. Both unfiltered experiments

have mean (129I/127I)iodate=0.030 between t=12 hours and t=60 hours,

which is 16-17% lower than (129I/127I)iodate at t=0. In contrast, the

filtered–dark experiment has a decrease of only 8% to 129I/127I=0.033,

while the filtered–light experiment decreases by 6% to 129I/127I=0.034
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over the last 48 hours. These smaller changes for the filtered

experiments are within measurement uncertainty of the initial value.

Beyond 48 hours, both unfiltered experiments show a slight increase in

(129I/127I)iodate, with the final samples at 60 hours back to within

uncertainty of the initial composition.
4 Discussion

4.1 Comparison with historical data

The concentration profiles chosen for comparison with our

dataset are the June 1994 measurements reported in the seasonal

study that Campos et al. (1996) conducted at the Hawaii Ocean

Time series (HOT), centered around Station ALOHA. These

profiles were selected because they were also sampled during

summer, and they covered a depth range similar to the one used

for our measurements. In their study, concentrations of I−, IO3
− and

total iodine were determined in the upper 500 m of the water

column using voltammetry and differential pulse polarography

(Takayanagi and Wong, 1986; Luther et al., 1988a), with higher

measurement resolution in the top 250 m compared to the rest of
B

C D

A

FIGURE 5

Changes in (129I/127I)iodate over the course of the incubation experiments for the unfiltered–light (A), filtered–light (B), unfiltered–dark (C) and
filtered–dark (D) conditions. The dotted lines correspond to the average isotopic ratio at t=0 (0.036), generated via bootstrapping as described in the
main text. The gray shaded areas correspond to two standard deviations resulting from the bootstrapping analysis. Error bars for triplicate data points
represent 8.3% measurement precision uncertainty. The thick lines represent arithmetic means of triplicate measurements throughout
the experiments.
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the profiles (Figure 6A). For a more direct comparison between our

study and that of Campos et al. (1996), a composite upper 500 m

profile was created by averaging iodine concentrations from Profiles

1, 2 and 3 from this study at each depth (Figure 6B). Profile 2 values

were used at depths 5 and 50 m.

The general shape of the profiles reported by Campos et al. (1996)

for summer 1994 is similar to the results reported here, showing the

characteristic decrease in I− and increase in IO3
− with increasing water

depth. However, one difference between the two studies is the rate of

change in iodine concentrations between surface and deeper waters.

Our results indicate a rapid change in iodine concentrations between

150 and 200 m depth, whereas Campos et al. (1996) record a more

gradual decline in I− and increase in IO3
− from the surface down to

250 m depth. Their results also show greater variability in iodine

speciation in the upper 200 m, with IO3
− concentrations changing by

up to 140 nM between 25 and 40 m, for instance. The lack of variability

in surface iodine concentrations reported in this study can mostly be

attributed to the increased precision of our isotope dilution method

compared to the conventional methods used by Campos et al. (1996).
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We believe that the smaller variations in the upper water column are

ind ica t ive o f our newer measurements be ing more

oceanographically consistent.

Despite these differences in precision, however, there is good

agreement between iodine concentrations measured almost 30 years

apart at Station ALOHA. For instance, I− concentrations in the upper

100 m average 215 ± 52 nM in 1994 and 206 ± 11 nM for the three

profiles analyzed in this study. This overall similarity increases our

confidence in affirming that the results we report here are

representative of general conditions around Station ALOHA. The

long residence time of surface water at Station ALOHA

(approximately 10 years) led Campos et al. (1996) to conclude that

IO3
− reduction by phytoplankton is the main source of I− to the

euphotic zone. Thus, they invoked a correspondingly rapid rate of I−

oxidation (560 nM/year) to explain why I− concentrations remain

constant and do not approach total iodine concentrations over the

residence time of the water.

It is also noteworthy that Campos et al. (1996) did not detect

any evidence for iodine depletion at the time of their measurements.
TABLE 3 Replicate measurements of iodate 129I/127I at each time point and arithmetic means of replicates for the four incubation experiments.

Timepoint Replicate Unfiltered–light Filtered–light Unfiltered–dark Filtered–dark

t=0

a 0.034 0.034 0.036 0.036

b 0.038 0.034 0.031 0.034

c 0.040 0.036 0.040 0.037

Triplicate mean 0.038 0.035 0.036 0.036

t=12 hours

a 0.027 0.031 0.034 0.031

b 0.033 0.033 0.030 0.028

c 0.026 0.038 0.028 0.037

Triplicate mean 0.029 0.034 0.031 0.032

t=24 hours

a 0.022 0.026 0.029 0.031

b 0.033 0.032 0.032 0.035

c 0.034 0.031 0.023 0.035

Triplicate mean 0.030 0.030 0.028 0.034

t=36 hours

a 0.023 0.027 0.033 0.033

b 0.036 0.033 0.028 0.038

c 0.030 0.037 0.027 0.035

Triplicate mean 0.030 0.032 0.030 0.035

t=48 hours

a 0.032 0.046 0.031 0.031

b 0.029 0.028 0.025 0.030

c 0.031 0.035 0.030 0.035

Triplicate mean 0.031 0.036 0.028 0.032

t=60 hours

a 0.027 0.037 0.032 0.029

b 0.036 0.037 0.032 0.036

c 0.036 0.035 0.034 0.033

Triplicate mean 0.033 0.036 0.033 0.033
All uncertainties are estimated as ± 8.3 % (2 SD). See Section 3.2. for details.
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In contrast, we observe deficits in the top 100 m that constitute up

to 8% of salinity-predicted total iodine. Our observations are

consistent with data reported by Elderfield and Truesdale (1980),

who noted that total iodine depletions of up to 13% are common in

stratified tropical waters. To discern whether these deficits indicate

actual losses of iodine to the atmosphere or deeper water, or if they

represent apparent deficits due to organic iodine species that are

unresolved during chromatography, we performed a direct

examination of the characteristics of DOI, discussed next.
4.2 Identification of significant open-
ocean DOI

In order to gain a more complete understanding of iodine cycling

at Station ALOHA, we collected samples for DOI analysis. These

samples provide insight into a less studied dimension of iodine cycling

in the region, but also more generally in the open ocean, where it is

widely believed that DOI does not constitute a significant component

of the iodine pool (Luther et al., 1991; Wadley et al., 2020).

The dominant peak observed at all depths in Figure 4 is a

common feature of all four chromatograms, indicating that the DOI

compound(s) it corresponds to are found throughout the upper

1000 m of the water column at Station ALOHA, at higher
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concentration compared to the other DOI compounds resolved

by this chromatographic separation. The overall decrease in the

amount of unresolvable complex DOI compounds with increasing

water depth suggests that the DOI fraction at Station ALOHA is

more abundant and increasingly complex closer to the surface.

These results confirm the presence of a DOI fraction in the euphotic

zone at Station ALOHA. Although identification of the individual

compounds that comprise this fraction will have to await further

processing, this analysis is the first step toward the characterization of

DOI in this region. While it is challenging to provide absolute

concentrations with the method as implemented here, a semi-

quantitative analysis indicates that the most abundant discrete peaks

correspond to compounds found in concentrations on the order of pM

in seawater. However, only a fraction of the dissolved organic matter

present in seawater might be retained by the SPE column, therefore

these estimates are a lower bound on DOI concentrations.
4.3 Iodate formation rates during the
incubation experiments

The results from the incubation experiments can be used to

provide insight into the factors which determine the rate of IO3
−

formation in surface waters at Station ALOHA. Campos et al.
BA

FIGURE 6

(A) Inorganic iodine speciation measurements made in June 1994 by Campos et al., 1996. The data were extracted graphically using the
WebPlotDigitizer software (https://automeris.io/WebPlotDigitizer/). Error bars represent 10% uncertainty estimates. (B) Composite upper 500 m
profiles created by averaging iodine concentrations from Profiles 1, 2 and 3 (this study) at each depth. Profile 2 values were used at depths 5 and
50 m. Error bars correspond to precision previously estimated for iodide, iodate and total iodine (5.3%, 4.3% and 6.8%, respectively).
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(1996) assumed that horizontal advection processes in the region do

not play an important role in iodine cycling, although they

considered mixing out of the euphotic zone as a sink for I−.

Assuming I− oxidation is a first-order reaction, the authors

calculated the rate constant of this reaction to be 5.15 year−1. In

this and the next sections, we use the results from the incubation

experiments to revisit the magnitude of the contribution of in situ I−

oxidation to the total sink of I− at Station ALOHA.

The goal of the incubation experiments was to observe and

quantify the rate of IO3
− formation. This was achieved by labeling

the I− pool, as this is believed to be the primary substrate for IO3
−

formation. Were we to observe IO3
− formation from I− oxidation

over the course of the experiments, we would expect to see an

increase in (129I/127I)iodate. Our experimental approach is analogous

to how oxidation kinetics for other elements have been investigated

in the past (for instance, Moffett, 1994).

We observe systematic differences in (129I/127I)iodate over the

course of the experiments. Moreover, inter-experiment variations

indicate that certain treatments affected IO3
− formation rates. In the

case of the filtered–light and filtered–dark experiments, the

arithmetic means of the triplicates of most time points are within

(or very close to) uncertainty of the starting composition, indicating

no significant change in (129I/127I)iodate over the course of these

incubations. However, the arithmetic means of the triplicates from

the unfiltered experiments dip below the initial value after t=0. The

largest decline in (129I/127I)iodate occurs in the first 12 hours of the

unfiltered–light and unfiltered–dark incubations. For the unfiltered–

light experiment, average (129I/127I)iodate at t=12 hours is 0.029, which

is 19% lower than (129I/127I)iodate at t=0 (0.036). For the unfiltered–

dark experiment, average (129I/127I)iodate decreases by 14% between

t=0 and t=12 hours, from 0.036 to 0.031. This initial fast decline is

followed by a period between t=12 hours and t=48 hours, during

which (129I/127I)iodate shows little variation for both unfiltered

experiments, remaining well below the initial isotopic composition.

The unfiltered experiments show a slight increase in (129I/127I)iodate at

t=60 hours, with the triplicates from both experiments averaging

0.033 (8% below the initial value). While it is not clear whether this

trend would have continued beyond the final time point, it is

plausible that this slight increase in (129I/127I)iodate reflects the

oxidation of some spike-derived 129I− through to 129IO3
−.

Iodate 129I/127I shows the most significant changes in

experiments where particles were present. These particles are

most likely a mixture of abiotic and biotic components, and they

can have multiple roles in the formation of IO3
−. For instance,

abiotic particles containing iodine might dissolve during the

experiments, adding 127I to the dissolved IO3
− pool and causing

the (129I/127I)iodate to decrease. Likewise, 127I could be added to the

IO3
− fraction through biotic particles, such as from cell lysis. We

deem both possibilities unlikely. First, we are not aware of any

abiotic particles that contain significant amounts of iodine. Second,

seawater at Station ALOHA typically contains< 2 mg L−1 of organic
carbon in living biomass (Karl and Church, 2014). If considering an

iodine:carbon ratio of 10−4 for organic matter (Elderfield and

Truesdale, 1980), complete oxidation of this material would add

less than 17 pM to the IO3
− pool. Microorganisms such as

ammonia-oxidizing bacteria have been shown to have a catalytic
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role in IO3
− formation, promoting I− oxidation to IO3

− (Hughes

et al., 2021). However, substantial ammonium oxidation rates have

only been detected in the lower euphotic zone at Station ALOHA,

below the primary nitrite maximum (Dore and Karl, 1996). This

suggests that ammonia-oxidizing bacteria do not play a significant

role in I− oxidation in surface waters at Station ALOHA. Due to a

lack of culture-based studies focused on I− oxidation, it is unclear

which other microbial groups are able to oxidize significant

amounts of I− to IO3
− in the ocean, although partial I− oxidation

to small molecular weight organics has been previously documented

for various classes of phytoplankton (Manley and de la Cuesta,

1997). Given that there are no obvious differences between the

unfiltered–dark and unfiltered–light experiments, it is reasonable to

infer that photoautotrophs do not contribute significantly to IO3
−

formation, at least over the course of our experiments.

The decrease in (129I/127I)iodate observed at the beginning of the

unfiltered incubations indicates a small but rapid gain of 127I in the

IO3
− pool. The gain of 127I must originate from a pool of iodine that

does not contain spike-derived 129I and is not resolved by anion-

exchange chromatography. This pool likely contains iodine with

oxidation states intermediate between that of I− (-1) and IO3
− (+5;

Figure 1). As noted in Section 1, several intermediate species are

known to mediate I− oxidation to IO3
− and would have existed in

our incubation samples at the time of spiking. Our analyses do not

allow us to confidently identify these intermediates, but we suspect

that DOI and HOI are major components of this pool. Indeed, our

results in Section 3.1.2. confirm the existence of a significant pool of

DOI at Station ALOHA. Thus, for (129I/127I)iodate to initially decline

in the unfiltered experiments, the transformation between

intermediates and IO3
− must be much faster than the net

oxidation of I− to IO3
−. Similarly, intermediates oxidation must

be faster than the oxidation of I− into intermediates, assuming that

I− must first pass through intermediates before being oxidized

to IO3
−.

In this context, it is reasonable to assume that the apparent

iodine deficits inferred from our total iodine calculations can be

accounted for by this pool of intermediates. The variability in

apparent iodine deficits implied by our measurements suggests

that changes in the speciation and distribution of intermediate

iodine compounds can occur on small spatial and temporal scales,

indicating a higher reactivity of this pool compared to I− and IO3
−.

As mentioned above, the largest changes in (129I/127I)iodate are

recorded between t=0 and t=12 hours. Over this interval, the

rapid decline in (129I/127I)iodate can be attributed to the

transformation of intermediates into IO3
−, and the measured

isotopic ratios at the two initial time points can be used to

estimate rate constants for this reaction.

Several studies have documented that the oxidized fraction

separated during the second step of the chromatography (Section

2.4.) includes some DOI (Hou et al., 1999; Hardisty et al., 2020). At

Station ALOHA, dissolved organic carbon concentrations average

56 mM in the first 1000 m of the water column (Zigah et al., 2017).

Considering our sample size of 20 mL (for the profile samples) and

an iodine:carbon ratio of 10-4 as before, this would correspond to

approximately 5.6 nM added DOI, which is below our detection

limit of 10.5 nM (Section 3.1.1.). Moreover, were the DOI and IO3
−
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pools to be analyzed together, our results would not imply apparent

iodine deficits in the surface, nor would they show a change in

(129I/127I)iodate during the incubation experiments. Therefore, we

believe that no significant amounts of DOI were resolved by our

inorganic chromatographic separation.
4.4 Calculation of oxidation rates

The surface seawater used for the incubation experiments was

collected from a fourth CTD cast (Table 1; Figure 2). Nevertheless,

Profile 1 was the most proximal to this fourth cast, both

chronologically and geographically. Therefore, for the purpose of

estimating the rate of intermediates oxidation to IO3
−, we

considered the seawater 127IO3
− concentration prior to spiking

equal to that measured at 15 m depth in the TM5 profile (291

nM). The (129I/127I)iodate at t=0 was set to 0.036, as calculated from

the bootstrapping analysis detailed in Section 3.2. Using this initial

isotopic ratio, concentrations of 127IO3
− and 129IO3

− immediately

after spike addition were determined. The (129I/127I)iodate values at

t=12 hours were set to 0.029 and 0.031 for the unfiltered–light and

unfiltered–dark experiments respectively (average of triplicates,

Table 3). These calculations assume that the pool of intermediates

is initially free of 129I and that there is no formation of 129IO3
−

during the first 12 hours. Given the uncertainty regarding the

nature of the oxidation reactions, we calculated rate constants

assuming zero, first and second order kinetics.

The reaction rate constants for the oxidation of intermediates to

IO3
− in the unfiltered experiments are summarized in Table 4.

These rate constants were calculated as a function of the product

(IO3
−) and represent minimum gross rates at which IO3

− is being

generated from the oxidation of spike-free intermediates in surface

waters. Our calculations do not account for possible concomitant

reduction of IO3
− to DOI, so these numbers represent net, rather

than gross, oxidation rates over the first 12 hours. These rates

correspond to a consumption of around 70 nM of intermediates

during the initial 12 hours, which is around two times larger than

our estimates for the apparent iodine deficits in any of the CTD

profiles discussed in this study (the largest being 43 ± 0.5 nM at the

surface for Profile 2). Considering zero-order kinetics, we estimate

that between 34,000 (for the unfiltered–dark conditions) and 50,000

(for the unfiltered–light experiment) nM of intermediates oxidize to

IO3
− every year. For such high oxidation rates to be sustained, the
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pool of intermediates in seawater must be rapidly replenished, but

these experiments do not shed light on this process.

Our calculated rates of intermediates oxidation at Station

ALOHA are extremely rapid relative to rates of I− oxidation to

IO3
−. Since (129I/127I)iodate ratios decrease systematically during the

experiments, but do not increase significantly until t=60 hours, we

infer that net I− to IO3
− oxidation rates at Station ALOHA are

slower than the rate of oxidation of intermediates to IO3
−.

Unfortunately, given the large uncertainty in reaction kinetics and

the lack of constraints on the abundance and isotopic evolution of

the intermediates, it is not possible to obtain more precise estimates

at this time. The first order rate constant reported by Campos et al.

(1996) of 5.15 year−1 is orders of magnitude smaller than our first

order estimates for the oxidation of intermediates. However, the

overall reaction rates also depend on the concentrations of the

reactants. The I− pool is much larger than the pool of intermediates

in seawater; in the absence of more information about the in situ

formation of intermediate iodine species, we would therefore expect

I− oxidation to be the dominant source of IO3
− over longer time

scales, as opposed to oxidation of intermediates, due to the fast

exhaustion of this latter pool.

The slight increase in (129I/127I)iodate in the last 12 hours of the

unfiltered experiments may be evidence of some 129I− being

completely oxidized to IO3
−. The trend can be seen in both light

and dark unfiltered treatments; however, this trend remains

tentative and longer-term incubation studies will be required to

assess whether oxidation continues beyond this time.

We propose a conceptual model of iodine cycling in the

oligotrophic ocean, schematically represented in Figure 1.

Although we can estimate the contribution of only one of these

arrows to total iodine cycling, this model could be referred to for

future work aimed at disentangling the complex interactions

between the numerous iodine species co-existing in the ocean.

More information about the abundance and identity of DOI and

iodine intermediates are needed in order to better constrain the

variables included in this model and to confidently determine rates

of I− oxidation in the surface ocean.
5 Conclusions

The results reported in this study offer an updated perspective

on iodine speciation and cycling at Station ALOHA. Our

methodological approaches include the application of isotope

dilution and mass spectrometry to measure concentrations and

isotopic ratios of various iodine pools with increased precision

compared to historical speciation measurements. Inorganic iodine

distributions at Station ALOHA are in agreement with global

patterns showing increased surface I− concentrations in tropical

waters and a shift toward IO3
−-dominated waters below the

euphotic zone. In general, there is good agreement between

concentrat ions reported almost thirty years ago and

measurements made in this study. Salinity-predicted iodine

concentrations reveal the existence of an apparent iodine deficit

in surface waters, which we suspect is composed of iodine species of

intermediate oxidation state, such as HOI and DOI. Indeed, we
TABLE 4 Reaction rate constants for the oxidation of iodine
intermediates into iodate, determined as a function of iodate
concentrations and isotopic ratios in the unfiltered experiments for
various reaction kinetics.

0 order: k
(nM/year-1)

1st order: k
(year-1)

2nd order: k
(nM-1 year-1)

Unfiltered–
light

5.16E+04 1.57E+02 4.81E-01

Unfiltered–
dark

3.44E+04 1.09E+02 3.43E-01
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collected and analyzed large volumes of seawater and obtained a

profile of DOI, a component of the dissolved iodine pool which has

previously been considered negligible in the open ocean. Although

total iodine abundances are dominated by the inorganic forms, our

results document the existence of DOI at Station ALOHA, showing

systematic decreases in abundance and complexity with increasing

water depth. While additional analyses will be needed to identify the

organic compounds that comprise the DOI pool, our results

demonstrate its complex nature. Short-term incubation

experiments further reveal a fast gain of 127I in the IO3
− pool that

we attribute to rapid oxidation of to 127I -bearing intermediate

species, such as DOI and HOI. Net I− oxidation to IO3
− occurs

slower than the oxidation of intermediates to IO3
−; however,

assignment of reaction rate constants depends heavily on reaction

order, which remains unknown. The presence of particles

accelerates IO3
− formation, although light levels have no effect.

Overall I− oxidation must be a slow process, as confirmed by a lack

of significant increase in (129I/127I)iodate over the course of 60-

hour incubations.
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